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Single nanopores are used to detect a variety of biological molecules. The modulations in ionic

current under applied bias across the nanopore contain important information about translocating

species, thus providing single analyte detection. These systems are, however, challenged in

practical situations where multiple analytes have to be detected at high throughput. This paper

presents the analysis of a multi-nanopore system that can be used for the detection of analytes with

high throughput. As a scalable model, two nanopores were simulated in a single solid-state mem-

brane. The interactions of the electric fields at the mouths of the individual nanopores were ana-

lyzed. The data elucidated the electrostatic properties of the nanopores from a single membrane

and provided a framework to calculate the �3 dB distance, akin to the Debye length, from one

nanopore to the other. This distance was the minimum distance between the adjacent nanopores

such that their individual electric fields did not significantly interact with one another. The results

can help in the optimal experimental design to construct solid-state nanopore arrays for any given

nanopore size and applied bias. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4958673]

I. INTRODUCTION

Certain diseases such as cancer can lead to severe com-

plications and drastically reduced survival rates if not

detected early. Early detection is the key in fight against can-

cer which killed about 574 743 people in the United States in

2010 (or 186 deaths per 100 000 population) as shown by the

data from Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.1

These trends have not improved for many years. The survival

rate of patients affected with cancer improve dramatically

when diagnosis is made early in the disease life cycle.

The clinical symptoms of cancer do not show up until it

has reached an advanced stage. Little can be done to contain

or eliminate it then. The usual diagnostic tests leave much to

be desired towards early and effective cancer detection. The

need is for cheap, readily available and specific cancer diag-

nostic tools and methods.

In this paper, the problems associated with solid-state

nanopore based detection of biomolecules are analyzed. A

framework of nanopore arrays can sense multiple cancer bio-

markers. The simulations lay foundations for rational design

of electrically isolated nanopores in an array. The distance

between adjacent nanopores, applied bias, and nanopore

sizes define some basic design principles. In the end, the

flow of an elliptical molecule is presented through a nano-

pore at two different adjacent nanopore distances. This dem-

onstrates the utility of the solid-state nanopores in an array

format for real-time sensing of protein molecules.

A. Solid-state nanopores

The nanopore biosensors are increasingly used for rapid

and cost-effective detection of various biological analytes.

The main reason for their emergence is the specific, label free

and robust single molecule analysis capability. These can be

used with varying functionalizations for the detection of mul-

tiple analytes.2,3 There are two different kinds of nanopores.

First are the biologically occurring a-hemolysin nanopores

suspended in lipid bilayers made from Staphylococcus aureus
which contains homoheptametric subunits leading to trans-

membrane channels of about 1.5 nm in diameter.4–6 Second,

the solid-state nanopores are made using silicon fabrication

processes. Solid-state nanopores are relatively more robust

and practical than the biological nanopores. Nanopores have

been used to detect proteins, DNA and RNA complexes

which may be linked to the detection of cancer.

Solid-state nanopores are fabricated by drilling holes in

silicon nitride or silicon oxide membranes. Silicon nitride is

generally preferred over silicon dioxide because it has low

stress and remains intact even when its thickness is reduced

to less than 10 nm.7–9 However, the thickness of the
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membranes can further be reduced to a mere nanometer by

using graphene.10–12

In the experiments, each nanopore chip is sandwiched

between two containers filled with ionic solution. The two

containers are separated by the nanopore in the membrane.

The analyte to be detected is introduced in the appropriate

side. Ag/AgCl electrodes are immersed in each container of

ionic solution, and a voltage is applied across the nanopore.

The analyte travels under the effect of bias through the solid-

state nanopore. The ionic current through the nanopore gets

disrupted when analytes pass through.13 A large variety of

biological molecules like DNA, RNA, disease biomarkers,

and viruses have been detected with nanopores.14–16 The

side to which the analytes are introduced depends on the iso-

electric point of the analyte,17,18 the pH of the solution, and

the polarity of the electrodes. The drop in the ionic current

when the analyte passes through the nanopore results into

the detection of the particular analyte.19 This detection has

been made specific by attaching ligands on the nanopore

walls for a specific analyte under consideration.2,20 The in-

teraction of translocating species with nanopore surface

grafted species results into characteristic negative peaks in

the ionic current which makes detection of the specific analy-

tes possible.21 Single nanopore biosensors have many issues

related to their practical implementations like baseline shift-

ing, low throughput, and challenges in reproducible measure-

ments.22 On the measurements of nanopores, first, there is no

self-referencing capability for the baseline current at any

time when the analyte is passing through. Second, it cannot

detect multiple analytes because the nanopore functionaliza-

tion makes it specific to only one analyte. Third, the single

nanopore sensor does not have the ability for differential op-

eration that can be used to reduce noise for enhanced detec-

tion.23 Fourth, if the single nanopore is blocked by a large

molecule somehow,24 it requires replacement of the nano-

pore, which means it lacks robustness. Last, and most impor-

tantly, the single nanopore biosensor has severely low

throughput. This means that it takes a lot of time to process

the millions of molecules in a sample looking for a few hun-

dred copies of target biomolecule such as a cancer biomark-

er, especially at the early stages of the disease.

In order to circumvent problems associated with single

nanopore technology, a framework of multiple nanopores

made in the same membrane is presented here. Fig. 1 shows

a model two-nanopore array.

B. Nanopore arrays

In a nanopore array, each nanopore has to be addressed

with its own sensing electrodes, made on the membrane right

close by. In line with this concept, the simulations consisted

of two nanopores made in one membrane. When voltage bias

was applied across the nanopores, a field was generated

across the nanopores. This field resulted in the ionic current

across the nanopores, moving the molecules through and ul-

timately causing pulses in the ionic current. The electrodes

right next to the respective nanopores would detect the indi-

vidual pulses in respective ionic currents. The measurements

from each nanopore would thus provide quantitative pulse

statistics related to the specific biomolecules. The system

could detect multiple biomolecules at the same time and

with throughput double than that through a single nanopore.

The problem of paramount importance in the nanopore

array is that the adjacent nanopores have to be at a specific

distance away from each other. If the distance is less, the

electric fields from adjacent nanopores intersect with each

other. This results in the ionic current drop at the metal elec-

trodes to be affected by the adjacent nanopore currents lead-

ing to false results. Also, the distance between the nanopore

mouth and the metal electrode has to be optimized so that

the maximum detection is possible through the electrodes.

II. NANOPORE MODEL

A two-dimensional model was constructed to simulate

the effects of adjacent nanopore electric fields on the translo-

cation profiles. The nanopores were made in a silicon nitride

membrane of 20 nm thickness. A 1 M KCl ionic solution was

used in the model. It was contained in two containers of

silicon nitride insulator separated in the middle by the silicon

nitride membrane. The only paths between the two contain-

ers for the ionic current to flow were through the two

nanopores. The depth of the 2D model was set at 5 nm

(Fig. 2).

The materials used in the model consisted of silicon ni-

tride with an electrical conductivity of 0 S/m, relative permit-

tivity of 9.7, and density of 3100 kg/m3. For 1 M KCl, the

electrical conductivity was taken as 11 S/m and a relative

FIG. 1. A two-nanopore array. The bi-

asing electrodes are shown in circles.

These are immersed in the electrolyte

solution. In the inset, the translocation

time of the molecule is plotted against

the translocation current through the

nanopore. This shows that as the mole-

cule passes through the nanopore, it

results in a downward pulse in the cur-

rent. The lower-right inset shows an

actual 60 nm nanopore drilled in a sili-

con nitride membrane using transmis-

sion electron microscope.
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permittivity of 60.25 The material KCl was assigned to be the

ionic solution that was contained by the silicon nitride

boundaries.

The COMSOL simulations used time-invariant electric

currents physics model. The top and bottom plate was

assigned as high potential and ground in this model, respec-

tively. This resulted in the change in electric potential across

the nanopore through the ionic solution (Fig. 3).

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In order to simulate the properties of a two nanopore ar-

ray using the electric currents model, the DC bias was ap-

plied across a silicon nitride membrane. The ionic current

flow was through the two adjacent nanopores. The simula-

tions provided electric potential at the mouth of the nano-

pores to measure the best distance feasible between the two

adjacent nanopores. It is important to note that the potential

was the largest at the mouth of the nanopore where the mole-

cules would exit the nanopore.

There were three variables in the nanopore array setup.

These were the adjacent nanopore distance, the applied volt-

age bias, and the size of the nanopore. The three specific sce-

narios were simulated to measure their effects on electric

potential through the two nanopores while keeping the other

two factors constant. First, the distance between the adjacent

nanopores was varied to find the optimum distance between

two nanopores of certain size at fixed DC bias. Second, the

effect of varying the DC bias applied across the nanopores

was measured on the electric potential of adjacent

nanopores. Third, the effect of varying the size of the nano-

pores was found as it changed with the electric potential

through two adjacent nanopores at fixed distance and fixed

DC bias. These three parameters translated into the proper-

ties of measurement system that can be tailored to design for

optimum results.

IV. RESULTS

The results of the simulations were plotted to get the

best possible distance between the nanopores. At the end of

each simulation and once equilibrium was achieved, the sys-

tem snapshot was taken (Fig. 4).

A. Variation in nanopore distance

Figure 4 shows two cases, out of many (Fig. 5), with

inter-nanopore distances of 1000 nm and 4000 nm. As can be

seen in Fig. 4(a), the electric fields of two nanopores inter-

cept each other in the ionic solution, while the ionic solution

is passing through the nanopore. The direction of flow of

anions and cations in the 1 M KCl solution is opposite to one

another as these pass though the nanopore. This is due to the

net charge on the individual Kþ and Cl� ions in the solution

and the effect of electric field on them. The net movement of

charge through the nanopores created an ionic current flow-

ing through these nanopores. The nanopores provided resis-

tance to the flow of ionic current due to the small size of the

opening. This resulted in the maximum potential drop across

the nanopores, hence leading to the maximum magnitude of

electric field at the nanopore mouth.

FIG. 2. The two-nanopore array model. The contour lines depict the electric

field.

FIG. 3. A two nanopore array at 500 nm distance showing the interaction of

the electric fields.

FIG. 4. The nanopores separated by (a) 1000 nm and (b) 4000 nm.
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Fig. 5 shows the effect of the variation in adjacent nano-

pore distance on the electric potential at the DC bias of 3 V

and at the nanopore size of 50 nm. As the adjacent nanopore

distance increased, the electric potential between the nano-

pores decreased significantly. The peak electric potential

was thus at the mouth of the nanopore, and it degraded sig-

nificantly as the distance from the mouth of the nanopore in-

creased. For two adjacent nanopores to be independent of the

electric fields of each other, the amplitude of electric poten-

tial should drop by at least �3 dB at the adjacent nanopore

midpoint. So, if the peak amplitude is Vo, then the �3 dB

amplitude of the electric potential should be less than

0.709Vo. The simulations showed that at an adjacent nano-

pore distance of 2 lm or higher, the value of the electric po-

tential at the adjacent nanopore midpoint was less than

�3 dB value of peak electric potential at the mouth of the

nanopore which is also the Debye length. This distance was

enough for the adjacent nanopore electric fields to not inter-

fere with each other.

B. Variation in DC bias

The electric potential interference change was linear at

all points of interest when the distance between 50 nm nano-

pores was kept at 5000 nm and the DC bias across the nano-

pore was reduced from 5 V to 1 V (Figs. 6 and 7). From the

data, it can be seen that the required adjacent nanopore dis-

tance is less for systems with lower applied bias, and the rate

of change of applied bias at the center of the nanopore is the

highest (Fig. 8(a)). This shows that for optimum detection of

FIG. 5. The electric potential at the ad-

jacent nanopores separated by increas-

ing distance show that as the adjacent

nanopore distance increases, the elec-

tric potential at the middle of the two

nanopores also decreases.

FIG. 6. The field at DC bias of (a) 2 V and (b) 3 V. (c) The change in electric potential as the DC Bias is varied. This shows that as the DC bias is reduced, the

adjacent nanopore distance required to minimize crosstalk also becomes smaller. AA0 and BB0 slices are explored further to analyze the change in the electric

potential with respect to the applied bias in later text.
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the translocating biomolecule through the nanopore, electro-

des should be placed at the center of the nanopore sand-

wiched inside the nanopore membrane. Sensitivity of the

electrodes will be thus maximum if placed in the middle of

the nanopore which is experimentally challenging.

In line with the limitations of actual fabrication, the

electrodes were placed at the mouth of the nanopore where

the rate of change was relatively lower. The y-component of

electric field was also the highest at the center of the nano-

pore (Fig. 8(b)). This shows that the pull on the biomolecule

would be the highest at the center and would decrease as it

moves outwards towards the mouth of the nanopore. As a

consequence, the translocation acceleration of the biomole-

cule will be the highest at the center of the nanopore. This

shows that even a distance of less than the required 2 lm

would be enough between adjacent nanopores at a bias of

1 V, which is in the range of voltages employed in the nano-

pore experiments.26

As shown in Fig. 1, the nanopore sensors are used to se-

lectively detect biomolecules passing through the nanopore.

These biomolecules can behave as anions or cations when

suspended in solutions of different pH according to their iso-

electric points. The net charge on the individual molecules

determines whether the target biomolecule will be suspended

on the negative or positive side of the nanopore. As the bio-

molecules have complex structures, if the electric fields at

the mouth of the nanopores are high, the molecules start to

loose their shape and characteristics.21 This can result in

flawed experimental results. The higher the DC bias, more

field is felt by the biomolecule to translocate through the

nanopore. This behaves as an accelerating force on the bio-

molecule and leads it to pass through the nanopore in less

time leading to less interaction of the biomolecule with the

nanopore or the nanopore grafted ligands. This high acceler-

ation is thus undesirable in nanopore experiments as it may

result in the loss of selective biomolecule detection.

The DC bias across the nanopore membranes thus has to

adjust to values that lead to translocation of these biomole-

cules across the nanopore without disrupting their molecular

structures and without interfering with sub-molecular forces.

That is one of the reasons of using very low bias values in

actual nanopore experiments, down to about 100 mV in

some experiments.

C. Variation in nanopore size

The third variable was the nanopore size, varied while

keeping the adjacent nanopore distance and the applied DC

bias constant. The need for change in nanopore size is dictat-

ed by the fact that the biomolecules used in the experiments

(as shown in Fig. 1) are of varying shapes and sizes. If the

biomolecule size is much smaller than the size of the nano-

pore, the biomolecule may not significantly block the flow of

ionic current through the nanopore. This would result in non-

specific and insignificant drops in ionic current during trans-

location. On the other hand, if the size of the biomolecule is

larger than that of the nanopore, it would cause permanent

blockage or may result in molecule deformation and loss of

molecular shape, structure, and functionality.

The detection of specific biomolecules requires that the

nanopore walls are functionalized with specific ligands that

attach selectively with the translocating biomolecules of in-

terest. Larger nanopore may result in lack of significant in-

teractions between the translocating biomolecules and the

ligands functionalized on the walls of the nanopore.

Therefore, the size of the nanopore has to be designed based

on the size of the translocating species and the layer thick-

ness of ligands.

FIG. 7. The plot shows the linear behavior of the electric potential at various

points in the ionic solution. The rate of change of applied bias is largest at

the center of the nanopore and reduces at points away from the center of the

nanopore.

FIG. 8. Plots show the relationship of

(a) electric potential and (b) the y-com-

ponent of the electric field along the

line AA0 (line AA0 is shown in inset of

Fig. 7).
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Fig. 9 shows the electric potential between adjacent

nanopores as the nanopore sizes were varied, but the adja-

cent nanopore distance was kept constant at 2000 nm and

DC bias was set at 3 V. These data further elucidate that a

nanopore size of 50 nm is good enough when the next nano-

pore is just 2 lm away. The 2 lm inter-nanopore distance at

3 V bias provides smooth operation of the nanopore array

biosensor without adjacent nanopore crosstalk. It is thus easy

to decide the configurations for a multi-nanopore multi-ana-

lyte detection scheme.

V. BIOMOLECULE TRANSLOCATION THROUGH THE
NANOPORE

To further validate the preceding results with a biomole-

cule, simulation was also done with an elliptically shaped

FIG. 9. The field with nanopore diame-

ter of (a) 10 nm and (b) 50 nm. (c) The

variations in electric potential with the

nanopore diameters show that the larger

diameter nanopores require more sepa-

ration between adjacent nanopores.

FIG. 10. (a) and (b) An elliptical mole-

cule translocating through the nano-

pores. The adjacent nanopore distance

in (a) is 100 nm and in (b) is 3000 nm.

The molecule is right at the nanopore

center in both (a) and (b). The contour

lines represent the electric potential.

(c) The electric potential at the mouth

of the nanopore.
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protein. Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is a cell

surface receptor that is overexpressed in many cancers. The

radius of EGFR is about 20 nm and it is 40 nm long. The

molecule is negatively charged at neutral pH, so a charge

number of �1 was used to simulate the negatively charged

molecule. The applied bias was 3 V and the nanopore diame-

ter was 50 nm. For this simulation, two distances (between

adjacent nanopores) were used. First adjacent nanopore

distance was 100 nm which was less than the Debye length.

The second adjacent nanopore distance used was 3000 nm

which was more than the minimum distance for these

conditions.

Fig. 10(a) shows the electric potential contours at

100 nm, while the molecule is passing through the nanopore

on the left. It can be seen that the nanopore on the right is so

close that it is significantly affected by the electrical

FIG. 11. The case of voltage at the

mouth of the nanopore as the elliptical

molecule passes through the nanopore

and is at a point 80 nm past the center

of the nanopore. We clearly see that

the Debye length is 2000 nm as the

�3 dB drop in electric potential be-

tween the peak and midpoint is

0.709 Vo.

FIG. 12. (a) Change in nanopore diam-

eter when the applied voltage is con-

stant at 3 V, the adjacent nanopore

distance is 2000 nm and the molecule

is positioned 80 nm from the center of

the nanopore. The voltage drop is for

the mouth of the nanopore as the ellip-

tical molecule passes through the

nanopore. (b) The case of change in

applied voltage as the nanopore diame-

ter is kept at 50 nm and the adjacent

nanopore distance is kept at 2000 nm

and the molecule is again at 80 nm

from the center of the nanopore.
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interference from the changes in electric field from the adja-

cent nanopore. This shows that at a distance less than Debye

length, 100 nm distance in this instance, the results may be

false and nonspecific. The adjacent nanopore distance of

3000 nm, which is much more than the Debye length of

2000 nm, shows no electric potential distortion when the

molecule passed through the left nanopore (Fig. 10(b)).

Fig. 10(c) shows that at an adjacent nanopore distance

of 100 nm, when the molecule passes through the left nano-

pore, there is significant change in the electric potential at

the mouth of the nanopore as well. However, there is abso-

lutely no change in the electric potential at the right nano-

pore when it is 3000 nm apart. So in this case there will be

no false results in the experiments.

The data show that a protein would be difficult to detect

and give nonspecific results if the design constraints are not

met. Hence, a nanopore with an adjacent nanopore more than

Debye length away would result in negligible crosstalk and

true molecule detection. Calculating the Debye length, i.e., the

�3 dB drop in voltage from the peak to the midpoint is done

in Fig. 11. It shows clearly the case of a translocating mole-

cule at 80 nm from the nanopore. The Debye length has been

calculated by calculating the length at which the midpoint

voltage is 0.709 of the peak voltage. It is clearly shown for a

case when the nanopore diameter is 50 nm and the applied

voltage is 3 V, the Debye length is 2000 nm between the adja-

cent nanopores. At 2000 nm adjacent nanopore distance Vo is

1.37 V at the mouth of the nanopore with the translocating

molecule. At midpoint of the two nanopores, the voltage is

0.97 V. This turns out to be 0.709Vo which is what we require.

So, we conclude that the Debye length in this case is 2000 nm

for adjacent nanopore distance. Finally, for the construction of

the nanopore array system, for 3 V applied voltage, the adja-

cent nanopores should be more than 2000 nm apart.

Another important aspect of a multiple nanopore array

is to see how the voltage drop from the molecule transloca-

tion changes at variable voltages and for variable nanopore

sizes. The relationship of molecular translocation to nano-

pore diameter and applied voltage is depicted in Fig. 12,

where the adjacent nanopore distance has been kept at

2000 nm. It is clear that the distance between adjacent nano-

pore has to be increased if we increase either the nanopore

diameter or the applied voltage across the nanopore.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Nanopore arrays have the potential to build more robust,

faster, and highly selective molecular sensors. The through-

put of the currently used single nanopore devices can be in-

creased manifold if these were employed in array formats.

With differential operation, noises can be subtracted from

the experimental results leading to more sensitive detection

of biomolecules. However, nanopore arrays bring forward a

new set of design challenges. The simulations presented can

guide fabrication towards optimum distance between two ad-

jacent nanopores for them to function relatively independent

of each other. It is also established that the nanopore array

devices need electrodes at the mouth of the nanopores for

differential measurements unlike conventional nanopores.

The simulations show that the adjacent nanopore fabrication

must be done while catering to the size and electrical charac-

teristics of the biomolecule being investigated. The size of

the nanopore and the applied bias have to be varied depend-

ing on the biomolecule. In short, all parameters have to be

evaluated before fabrication of the nanopore array device as

increase in applied bias or in nanopore size requires increase

in the adjacent nanopore distance. The reduction in adjacent

nanopore interference can open roadmap for multi-nanopore

self-referencing systems that can go beyond current single

nanopore frameworks.
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